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CAtalogue
Present the three interior style to clients. Create a catalogue to 
help customers imagine their dream home.

Catalogue had included in three part of style. Which is Simply 
Basic, Classic Workshop and Fine Art.Regarding to illustrate the 
different of three style,the spacing and colour also matching with 
simple colour, wood and sharpe colour path.



WEbsite
Website also created as one of the media spread to the 
public.This website are mainly work on the information.
And the icon design and pictures help a lot to make the 
information more simply and understanding easily.
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HONG KONG FAMOUS FOOD SHOP 龍津.
Started to create a new market in Shang Hai.
And a new name 丸家將 is stand for the fishball mix 
with the souce. They hope to recreate their branding 
with a cute character. Hope this character ecoming 
their icon .So it is designed with a branding story -- 
fishball army to protect their country.

with a yellow face and brown hair to illustrate like a 
real fishball with souce. Also the yellow becoming the 
main colour of whole branding. Increasing a delicious  
feeling to all.

brand identity



investment info book
丸家將 started to become bigger. And their 
hope to group more investor and partner. 
So this info book was born to send in a 
investment meeting.

To present their image,sales situation and the 
new direction in a relaxing way.
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PACKAGING & Shop
丸家將 shop were located in shang hai. They hope 
their image can totally escape from HK street food.
And recreate to the new image to HK style cafe .



Publication
i PLANET is a share office located in Fo 
Tan.This booklet is designed to introduce 
the office .
Mixing graphic and photo to bring people 
enter their concept. Graphic illustrate the 
investment oppountries and transportation.
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Publication

Publication book design for Oxfam.
 A little booklet formed to talk about the 
fairtrade concept to the public.

And held together with a package of fair-
trade chocolate. With the same concept, 
which is a letter from the third-world 
farmer.
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Stickers are designed as a chinese new 
year campaign. 
Break the old rules of chinese new year 
style, start in teenagers style.

illustration

Stickers are designed as a Give thanks 
Festival gifts. Though the stickers to say 
thank you to your friends and parents.
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敢想敢做 

為你創造



illustation
Using HKDI students as a blueprint.
 Illustrate the hardness of their design school life.
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illustation
Character design and game illustration design.

Design a topic with 90s-00s teenagers. Using game 
to increase their communication skills.
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illustation
Using Marvel story to present personal abiti-
ty.Different character link with special design 
skills. Also illustrate their special weapon to 
present skills. and the campaign named Abil-
ity DNA. Just like everyone have a power like 
super heros.
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SCAN ME !

H AV E  A  N I C E  D AY !


